ASCENSION SUITE

HFM EXPERT-IN-A-BOX
Ascension Suite will improve performance while
decreasing TCO on your Hyperion deployment.
Developed with the knowledge of Hyperion
Products at the code level, Ascension is your
"Hyperion Expert in a Box"
Product Properties
 Properties and settings can be centrally
managed and audited with facilities for setting
properties on multiple servers at one time.
 Product Settings Audit reports are available for
a full history of any setting that’s been
changed.
Specific guidance can be provided to the user
on what the valid ranges for settings are as
well as default values and descriptions on how
the setting should be used.
 Ascension has reports that will compare
settings across servers and identify any
inconsistencies.
Applications/Databases
 Expose available Applications/Databases on a
server.
 Provide properties and statistics for an
Application/Database.
Help Desk
Diagnostics are rules that can be added to automate
the process of identifying common product problems
and logs/tools/steps helpful in identifying the source
Activity Analysis
Exposes product specific logs and ability to pull and
analyze records from multiple logs from multiple
products/environments/servers and analyze them on a
common timeline.

Metrics
Exposes product specific metrics and provides facilities for monitoring
them in real-time as well as viewing them in real-time on a common
timeline along with activity log events.
(ex:
HFM offers
#CubesLoaded, UserLoad, NumConsolidations, AppMemoryUsed,
etc…)
Alerting
Exposes product specific triggers of relevant events. Events may be
discrete such as a single event in an activity log or they might be
patterns such as a process running over a certain amount of time
Automation
Exposes product specific tasks that can be automated along with tasks
from other products. Tasks can be executed on any server in an
environment and chained with any other task.
Performance Reporting
Exposes product specific user and system activity data that can be used
to analyze system performance. (HFM offers Consolidations times and
other process timings)
Optimization Reporting
Exposes settings and conditions that are or could cause sub-optimal
performance and system down-time. (ex: SubCube Analysis, Hard
Zero Analysis)
SOX
Exposes the ability to track and capture activity relevant for an activity
audit. (HFM exposes Metadata loads, Security Loads and Consolidation
Rules loads)
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